Although processors become massively multicore and therefore new programming models mix message passing and multi-threading, the effects of threads on communication libraries remain neglected. Designing an efficient modern communication library requires precautions in order to limit the impact of thread-safety mechanisms on performance. In this paper, we present various approaches to building a thread-safe communication library and we study their benefit and impact on performance. We also describe and evaluate techniques used to exploit idle cores to balance the communication library load across multicore machines.
Introduction
The current trend in cluster architecture leads toward an increase of the number of cores per node. It becomes common to have 8 or 16 cores per node and the evolution of processors is leading to tens or maybe hundreds of cores per node. Thus, the approach to exploit clusters has to evolve since the classical "pure MPI" model suffers from scalability limitations: the increasing number of MPI processes per node may for instance exhaust the memory or TLB space. In order to override these limitations, hybrid solutions that mix the use of threads and MPI processes seem to be the best candidate. Such paradigms allow to pool the hardware resources and to exploit them as much as possible. However the use of threads requires some precautions in communication libraries so as to avoid race conditions when threads access concurrently the library.
In this paper, we describe various solutions for multithreading support in communication libraries, and we analyze the benefits and cost of each of them. We consider two main levels of multi-threading support. The first level is thread-safety, which means that a multi-threaded application can perform communication in multiple threads. In MPI, this level is known as MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE. Many approaches for locking can be used when ensuring thread safety in a communication library. We also consider one level further of multi-threading support which consists in a multi-threaded communication engine. We consider several techniques to use multiple cores in order to make non-blocking communication primitives really progress in background. We evaluate the impact of such mechanisms on raw performance as well as their potentiel benefits for applications.
Thread-safety and communication engine multithreading may be implemented in various different ways. In this paper, we aim at decomposing each step of thread support and we analyze precisely the cost and the benefits of each part. We have implemented all presented features in our NEWMADELEINE communication library and we have extensively profiled the code.
The remaining of this paper is composed as follows. Section 2 presents the software and hardware of the experimental testbed used to conduct our experiments. Section 3 analyzes the behavior and cost of various ways for ensuring thread-safety. Section 4 presents the cost and benefits a communication library can take from being itself multi-threaded. Section 5 presents related works. Finally, Section 6 draws a conclusion of this study and shows directions for further work.
Experimental testbed
In order to analyze the impact of multi-threading on communication, we have conducted experiments with our PM2 software suite, composed of a communication library (NEWMADELEINE), a multi-threading library (MARCEL), and an I/O event manager (PIOMAN).
Our communication library for high performance networks is called NEWMADELEINE [1] and is available over MX/Myrinet, Verbs/InfiniBand, Elan/QsNet, and TCP/Ethernet. As depicted in Figure 1 , NEW-MADELEINE has a 3-layer architecture with its activity driven by the underlying NICs, in contrast with the usual behavior of most communication libraries driven by the send/recv from the application. The core layer applies dynamic scheduling optimizations on multiple communication flows such as packet reordering, coalescing, multirail distribution, etc. NEWMADELEINE implements both a specific API and a MPI interface called Mad-MPI.
The application provides messages to the collect layer. When a NIC becomes idle, the optimization layer is invoked so as to compute the best message arrangement (by aggregating messages, splitting messages, etc.) and to submit the next packet to send to the transfert layer that uses the NICs' drivers to transmit the arranged packet.
For multi-threading, we used our MARCEL [9] multithreading library. It features a two-level thread scheduler that achieves the performance of a user-level thread package while being able to exploit SMP machines. It is highly tunable and includes hooks usable for asynchronous communication progression. The communication engine of the PM2 software suite is called PI-OMAN [11] . It handles polling in behalf of the communication library and works closely with the thread scheduler. It is able to perform polling inside MARCEL hooks (when a core is idle, on context switch, on timer interrupts) or within tasklets in order to exploit any core of the machine.
The benchmarks in the following Sections have been performed on a set of quad-core 3.16 GHz Xeon X5460 boxes with 4 GB of main memory running Linux ver- 
Impact of thread-safety
In this Section, we study various mechanisms required when designing a fully thread-safe communication library. We also evaluate the benefits and performance impact of such techniques.
Coarse-grain locking
The easiest way to protect a communication library from concurrent accesses consists in using a coarsegrain locking mechanism. Each time a thread accesses the library, a mutex is held (see Figure 2 , the gray box is the scope of the lock). When the thread returns from the library, the mutex is released. The mutex is also released before entering a blocking section in order to avoid deadlocks. This method permits to support concurrent accesses without paying a too large overhead: each access to the library causes only one locking operation. As the mutex is held for a very short period (a few microseconds at most), we use spinlocks to implement this coarse-grain locking mechanism within NEW-MADELEINE. For such very short critical sections, spinlocks are more efficient than plain mutex. If another thread already holds the lock when a thread tries to acquire it, the thread waits actively until the lock is released, with no context switch.
In order to evaluate the overhead of this locking mechanism, we performed a pingpong test. The results we obtained are depicted on Figure 3 The global lock ensures thread-safety with a limited impact on latency but suffers from a lack of parallelism: as soon as a thread enters the library, the communication actions (polling, message submission, etc.) are limited to the one performed by this thread. Thus communication processing is serialized when several threads communicate. On Figure 5 , we can see the results we obtained for a concurrent pingpong test: two threads perform pingpong tests concurrently. We observe that the latency for each thread roughly corresponds to twice the single-thread latency. This is due to the mutual exclusion between the two threads that have to wait each other to access the communication library.
Fine-grain locking
In order to get an efficient thread-safe communication library, it is necessary to allow threads to process communication flows in parallel. Similar actions should still be performed under mutual exclusion (e.g. polling a thread-unsafe network) but unrelated processes should be parallelizible: it should be possible to send a message over a network while receiving data from another NIC. Polling in parallel over different networks should also be permitted.
To allow such parallel actions, locking has to get finer and critical sections has to be identified more precisely. In NEWMADELEINE shared data structures are limited to two sets of lists: • The lists of packets to send through the network in the transfer layer (one list per driver). These lists are accessed by the optimization layer when a new optimized packet is submitted to the transfert layer. A NEWMADELEINE driver accesses its list when the corresponding NIC becomes idle: it then removes an entry from the list and transmit the packet to the NIC driver. Accesses to each of these lists have to be performed under mutual exclusion in order to avoid both the optimization layer and the transfert layer to modify a list simultaneously.
Implementing a fine-grain locking mechanism thus boils down to use separate locks for each list as shown on Figure 4 . The lists in the collect layer are protcted through a global lock as the packet scheduler needs to iterate over those lists to generate a packet to send.
To evaluate the overhead of such a mechanism, we performed a classical pingpong test. The results we obtained are shown on Figure 3 . We measured that the finegrain locking introduces a constant overhead of 230 ns with no impact on bandwidth. This overhead is higher than the coarse-grain locking (140 ns) because the number of locks is higher in the critical path. Figure 5 shows the results we obtained for the concurrent pingpong test described in Section 3.1. Finegrain locking performs better than coarse-grain locking as the communication library can be accessed simultaneously by several threads. The latency obtained by 3 Figure 5 . Two threads perform concurrently pingpong programs each thread is though higher than the latency obtained when using only one thread. This can be explained by the more intensive use of the NIC and by the contention when accessing the different locks.
Busy waiting v.s. passive waiting
In order to design an efficient thread-safe communication library, it is necessary to understand its behavior in a multi-threaded context. A classical problem when mixing threads and communication is the implementation of waiting functions (e.g. MPI_Wait). Most regular communication libraries implement waiting function as busy waiting: when a thread waits for the end of a communication, it keeps polling until the corresponding network request succeeds.
Although this behavior is extremely efficient in a single-threaded environment, it can be problematic when multiple threads perform this operation in parallel. In this latter case, polling is done concurrently and thus contention may decrease the polling frequency for each thread. Another problem here is that performing the same operation on several CPUs simultaneously wastes CPUs that could be used to schedule the application threads.
In the thread scheduler's point of view, waiting threads should wait on blocking primitives (semaphores, conditions, etc.) in order to let other threads be scheduled. This behavior permits to decrease the overal execution time for applications that intensively use threads and implementing waiting functions as busy waiting may lead to an inefficient use of processors: for instance, on a 4-core machine, dedicating one core to communication leads to up to 25 % decrease of the computation But if waiting functions are based on classical blocking primitives, no polling will be performed while a thread is blocked. The blocking primitives thus have to be modified. In NEWMADELEINE, this is implemented by the PIOMAN progression engine that is called from the thread scheduler when a thread is about to block on a semaphore. This optimization requires modifications of the thread scheduler in order to add a few hooks at key points (CPU idleness, context switches, timer interrupts, etc.). These hooks are used to call PIOMAN so as to poll the networks.
To evaluate the impact of using PIOMAN to poll the network, we performed the same latency test as in Section 3.1. The results depicted on Figure 6 show an overhead of 200 ns due to the management of PIOMAN internal lists as well as locking.
The use of blocking primitives also introduces an overhead since it implies expensive context switches. 4 Figure 7 shows the results of the latency test when waiting functions are implemented with semaphores. It appears that the impact of the context switches on latency is rather high (750 ns).
It is thus important to avoid these context switches when possible. A solution consists in using a fixed spin algorithm [7] that mixes active and passive waiting: when a thread is about to block on a semaphore, it first polls for a short duration (for instance 5 µs) and then enters the semaphore. By doing this, the context switch is avoided if the expected event occurs within 5 µs. If this event happens later, the context switch occurs but its cost is amortized as it then represents a small percentage of the total communication cost.
Multi-threading the communication engine
In the previous Section, we have shown how to ensure thread-safety in a communication library, and we have measured its performance overhead. In this Section, we study the impact of using idle cores to process communication flows. Indeed, the development of multicore chips and the increase of the number of cores per node make it important to take advantage of multi-threading instead of only supporting it.
We showed that using fine-grain locking within a communication library has a limited overhead, so we only consider this type of locking mechanism here.
First step: using idle cores to make communication progress
The increase of the number of cores per node may lead to "holes" in the scheduling: as the number of thread increases, the need for both intra-node and internode synchronization makes threads wait for incoming messages or mutex release. These holes can be used to make communication progress in the background. We showed [11] that rendezvous handshakes can be managed by idle cores, allowing to overlap computation and communication of large messages.
This technique requires to poll the network on a core while the application computes on another core. To evaluate the overhead of defering the polling to a separate core, we performed a pingpong test that binds the main thread to a CPU.
The results we obtained for this test are depicted in Figure 8 . The application thread is bound to CPU 0, thus polling on this CPU leads to better performance. Polling on a CPU that shares a L2-cache (CPU 1) implies an overhead of 400 ns and polling on a CPU that The same test has been carried out on a set of dual quad-core Xeon machines and the results are similar: polling on a CPU that shares a cache (CPU 1) costs 400 ns, polling on the same chip but on a separate cache (CPU 2 or CPU 3) costs 2.3 µs and polling on another chip (CPU 4 to CPU 7) costs 3.1 µs.
Second step: using idle cores to perform cpu-intensive tasks
In addition to the progression of communication in the background, idle cores can be exploited to perform time-consuming operations such as message submission to the network [10] . This way, communication of small messages and computation are overlapped. In our previous papers, PIOMAN relied extensively on tasklets [12] to offload communication processing. Tasklets are wellsuited for such mechanisms as it offers a convenient way to defer a treatment. It is though possible to offload communication processing without using tasklets: while a core is idle, MARCEL invokes PIOMAN that can detect that a message needs to be submitted to a network. This requires some precautions since usual locking mechanisms cannot be used in this context.
In order to evaluate these two techniques of message submission offloading, we performed an overlapping test that consists in a pingpong using nonblocking communication primitives. A 10 µs computing phase is inserted between the message submission (i.e. nm_isend) and the message waiting (i.e. nm_wait). The results depicted on Figure 9 show 5 Offloading without tasklets Offloading using tasklets Reference Figure 9 . Impact of tasklets on defered message submission that offloading message submission with tasklet introduces an overhead of 2 µs whereas using idle cores to transmit the data (without tasklets) costs 400 ns. This latter overhead corresponds to the cost of defering polling on an idle core as explained in Section 4.1. The overhead of tasklets seems to be due to the complex locking mechanism involved when a tasklet is invoked.
Related work
Although processor development is clearly heading to a massive use of multicore processors, the issue of multi-threading in communication library has received little attention in the literature. Most MPI implementations do not fully support the use of threads. MiMPI [5] is thread-safe and is able to use internal threads to make communication progress. Though, this implementation is only available for TCP and performs badly for small messages. USFMPI [4] is a MPI-1.2 implementation for TCP and Myrinet GM that supports multi-threading. It also uses threads to make rendezvous handshakes progress in the background. MPICH-Madeleine [2] is a thread-safe MPI implementation that uses internal threads to make asynchronous communication progress. Several approaches have been studied [3] to build a thread-safe MPI implementation, and implemented in MPICH2, making it fully thread-safe. OpenMPI [6] provides the MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE thread-safety level and can use a progression thread for TCP, but these options are advertised as lightly tested and are unpublished as far as we know. Works on multi-threading are not limited to MPI implementations and some lowlevel communication libraries such as Myrinet MX [8] are able to run threads in order to make communication progress in the background.
Conlusion and future work
We have studied the impact of thread-safety when implementing a generic communication library. We have shown that ensuring basic thread-safety has an overhead close to zero on latency and very few modifications need to be applied to the implementation, even though the identification of critical sections can be tedious. Locking mechanisms required to do this have a limited impact on raw performance and permits to achieve good results when the application uses threads.
The impact of introducing multi-threading inside the communication library itself has also been studied. We showed that exploiting idle cores for background communication progression or to offload CPU-intensive tasks is useful for applications able to overlap communication and computation. However, these features have a strong impact on raw network latency. In particular, despite the convenience of tasklets to defer communication treatments to idle cores, such mechanism must be used carefully as it implies a significant overhead. Moreover, it appears that using idle cores to process communication flows requires to take thread locality and cache effects into account.
This contribution opens the path to future works such as using internal multi-threading in the ongoing port of MPICH2-Nemesis over the NEWMADELEINE-PIOMAN software stack. This will allow us to benchmark our multi-threaded communication library with real applications that mix multi-threading and message passing.
